Short Notes

CHAPEL CARN BREA, ST. JUST
The plan of the chapel by Samuel Lysons recently
published by Mr. D. B. Hague 1 is a most welcome
and important addition to our knowledge of this
site. He has very kindly supplied me with photographic copies of the plan and of the sketches
adjoining it in the Lysons MS.; these he states to
be of Roche Rock hermitage and infers that there
was confusion between the two sites in the mind
of Lysons and earlier in that of Nicholas Boson.
In fact the other sketches are not of Roche Rock
but of the castle on the other Cam Brea, in
Illogan Parish. Lysons, or whoever mounted his
drawings, may well have been confused between
the two Carn Breas, but it seems in the highest
degree improbable that Boson, who lived within
a few miles of Chapel Carn Brea and obviously
knew the site well, was in any way confusing it
with another site in his admittedly rather mysterious remarks on the subject 2 .
Mr. Hague also doubts the theory, mentioned
in my original article on Chapel Carn Brea 3 ,
that the structure described by 18th-century
antiquaries was the surviving vault or undercroft
of a two-storied structure, the upper storey being
the actual chapel. This theory was originally put
forward by the Rev. Canon J. H. Adams and has
since been developed by him 4 with reference to
all relevant architectural features. Though incapable of proof, it appears worthy of greater
attention than Mr. Hague is willing to concede.
P. A . S. POOL
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A NOTE ON THE RILLATON BARROW
The purpose of this note is to put on accessible
record the evidence (such as it is) that the stonelined grave now visible east of the centre of this
barrow (parish of Linkinhorne; NGR SX260719)
is a slightly reconstructed version of that originally uncovered in 1818, when the gold cup and
other grave-goods were found accompanying an
extended inhumation. The suggestion was first
made to me in conversation some years ago by
Dr. C. A. Ralegh Radford, but it was not until
recently that I was lent, by Mr. Philip Mutton
of Bristol, a book which contains the account of
the event. It is Historical Notices of Twenty
Parishes in East Cornwall, by James Venning
(4th edition, 1934) Part 1, pp. 166-8, quoting a
letter to the Cornish Times, 5th January 1901, from
Mr. John Harris of Liskeard, then well over 90,
who witnessed as a boy the barrow being plundered in 1818 when the gold cup was found.
"Having obtained the kind permission of the
Duchy Steward (Mr. Alex M. Webster), I proceeded one afternoon last week (italics mine—
L.V.G.) to replace the stones in their original
positions. In order to lift the heavy copestone
on to its supports, it became necessary to pass a
hoist chain under the floorstone. On raising the
latter, we made rather a curious discovery, for
underneath the stone we found a piece of glass
and a sheet of notepaper bearing an engraved
heading, "Duchy of Cornwall Office, Liskeard",
. . . . "It was probably dropped there by a Mr.
Collense, or Colenso, the then Duchy agent, who
took a great deal of interest in the Barrow at that
time".
John Harris did not state whether the operations which he directed were limited to one
afternoon or for how many days they continued.
They were completed by the date of his letter
(26th December 1900). On the showing of this
letter the operation seems to have been on quite
a small scale, and the existing stone-lined grave

